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ABSTRACT
Background: Compliance is commonly and always being confused with concordance,
which is a process by which a patient and health care provider make discussion and
decisions together about treatment and their outcomes. General worldwide, noncompliance is a major obstacle and main challenges to the effective and efficient health
care delivery. Estimation in 2003 by the World Health Organization indicates that only
approximately 50% of chronic diseases patients that us living in developed countries
follow their treatment as scheduled and recommended by clinicians. Objectives: To
report on the status and future trends of Medications adherence. Materials: Published
journal article and conference reports. Method: Data Extraction, data on area related to
the patients and healthcare providers for non-adherence to the Medications were gleaned
from various publications. Results and Conclusion: Low compliance to prescribed medical
is a complex problem, especially for patients with a chronic illness. With increasing
numbers of medications shown to do better than harm when taken as prescribed, low
compliance is a growing concern, seriously undermining the benefits of current medical
care. Medical non-compliance has been identified as a major public health problem that
imposes a considerable financial burden upon modern health care systems.
Key words: Non-adherence, Quality in health care, Patient burden, Drug Compliance,
Comprehensive.

INTRODUCTION
Compliance is commonly and always being
confused with concordance, which is a
process by which a patient and health care
provider make discussion and decisions
together about treatment and their outcomes. General worldwide, non-compliance
is a major obstacle and main challenges to
the effective and efficient health care delivery. Estimation in 2003 by the World Health
Organization indicates that only approximately 50% of chronic diseases patients that
us living in developed countries follow their
treatment as scheduled and recommended
by clinicians.
Low compliance to prescribed medical is
a complex problem, especially for patients
with a chronic illness. With increasing num-

bers of medications shown to do more
good than harm when taken as prescribed,
low compliance is a growing concern, seriously undermining the benefits of current
medical care. Medical non-compliance has
been identified as a major public health
problem that imposes a considerable financial burden upon modern health care systems.1
In particular for example, low rates of
adherence to therapies for asthma, diabetes
and hypertension are thought to contribute
substantially to the human and economic
burden of those conditions as stated above.
Compliance rates may be overestimated in
the medical article, as compliance is often
high in the setting of a formal clinical trial
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or in the theory on paper but drops off when it comes
to the practicality or in a “real-world” setting.
In health field, taking medications prescribed by
patients is critical since it will be denoting the level
of understanding of their diseases as well as medications. The term adherence or medication adherence
always refers patients whether they take their medications as ordered by medical officer, specialist or consultant. (e.g., twice daily, one month), it is also defined as
whether they are able to take medications consistently
and continuously as prescribed by doctor as well as
counselled by pharmacist regarding the usage of medications prescribed. As a pharmacist in government
hospital, we have to exercise on the empowerment of
the patients’ medication adherence.2
There are five rights of a patient that needs to be
informed by health care provider especially pharmacist
on duty. In order to increase adherence to medication,
patient should know their correct name of medication
taken to ensure they are appreciating of it. Secondly,
the pharmacist should ensure the right dose given to
the patient with the correct frequency and the time of
administration. Non-adherence to medication hence is
a significant concern to clinicians, healthcare systems
and other stakeholders (e.g., payers) because of increasing
evidence that it is prevalent and associated with adverse
outcomes and higher costs of care. Until now, measurement of patients’ adherence towards medication and
use of interventions to enhance medication adherence
are negligible in routine clinical practice especially in the
hospital setting.
Adherence also sometimes may be defined as the
“proactive, voluntary and collaborative participation
of our patient in a mutual way and they are always
acceptable course of behaviour to give a therapeutic
outcome in the treatment. This definition explains that
the patient has a right and that both patients and health
care providers mutually establish and discuss treatment
goals and outcomes and the best and appropriate
medical regimen. Medication adherence hence usually
refers to whether patients take the drugs as prescribed,
as well as whether they are taking it continuously to
take a prescribed medication. Furthermore, medication
compliance behaviour has thus been categorized under
two main concepts, which are, adherence and persistence.
Although conceptually similar each other, adherence
originally refers to the intensity of medications use during the length of therapy, whereas persistence refers to
the general overview or overall duration of drug treatment.3
The WHO Adherence meeting in June 2001 concluded
that defining adherence as “the extent and degree to
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which the patient follows medical instructions” was a
helpful and precious starting point. However, the word
“medical” was felt to be insufficient in describing the
range of interventions used to treat chronic illnesses.
Furthermore, the term “instructions” suggests that the
patient is a passive, accepting recipient of expert advice
as opposed to an active collaborator in the treatment
process. It was recognized that adherence to any regimen of the treatment reflects behaviour of one type or
another.
Later, there are lot of efforts to improve and enhance
medication compliance have been targeted like simplifying packaging of medication, providing and emphasizing the effective medication reminders, improving
patient education towards therapy and limiting the number of medications prescribed simultaneously based on
the best choice of patient background and their health
status.
In other definition, medication compliance refers to the
patients’ act of conforming and attaching to the recommendations plan that made by the provider with respect
to timing and duration, dosage and frequency of medication taking.
Furthermore, the Medication Possession Ratio (MPR)
is operationalized in retrospective assessments as the
number of doses dispensed in relation to the dispensing
period. Retrospective prescription of a patient claims
database analyses lack and insufficient the details of
daily dosing that are available with prospective electronic
monitoring; however, as these tools are often the very
important and the only sources available to assessing
compliance, it is suggested and recommended that this
limitation is noted when describing compliance in these
instances.4
Prevalence of Non-Adherence Medications among
Chronic Illness Patients

Non-adherence to medications is very common for
chronic patients including cardiovascular diseases.
After patient with acute myocardial infarction hospitalization, Jackevicius et al. reported that almost one
fourth of patients (approximately 24%) did not even
fill and attach to their cardiac medications starting at
day 7 post discharge. Among patients discharged with
medications like aspirin, statin group and β-blockers
after post-acute myocardial infarction, one study stated
that there are about 34% of patients stopped at least
1 medication and 12% stopped all 3 medications
within 1 month after hospital discharge. This is shows
that beyond the early discharge period, there appears
to be a progressive decrease in the level of adherence
to prescribed cardio protective medications (e.g., statins,
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β-blockers) over time. Rather than that, Newby et al.
found that patient self-report of consistent and continuously use of cardiac medications over 6 to 12 months
was very low and declining in trend, with approximately three fourths of patients reporting persistent
and compliance to aspirin use (71%), whereas less than
half reported persistent use of β-blockers (46%),
followed by lipid-lowering agents (44%) and all 3 medications (21%) after confirmed diagnosis of coronary
artery disease by coronary angiography result.5
Another study demonstrated that about 40% of
patients were still taking statin medications 2 years after
warded for their acute coronary syndrome and adherence was even lower for patients taking statins for
chronic his or her coronary artery disease. Although
the transition period from hospital discharge to the
outpatient setting appears to be a particularly critical
and high-risk period, nonadherence to medication
continues to decline during the long-term follow-up
phase for coronary artery patient.
For other cardiovascular conditions, the prevalence of
non-adherence medication varies extremely depending on the population patients studied and the specific
medications assessed. For example, Vrijens et al. using
medication event monitor (MEMS) data, stated that
about half of all patients that was prescribed with antihypertensive medications stopped from taking them
within one year of the initial phase of therapy. They
also found that on any 1 day, patients omitted approximately 10% of the scheduled doses of medications.
In contrast, Bramley et al. found that about 75% of
patients on monotherapy for hypertension disease were
highly adherence, denoting as a medication possession
ratio of 80% to 100%. Among heart failure patients,
studies of the level medication adherence also found
widely differing rates of non-adherence. For example, a
study reported persistence rates of 79% for reninangiotensin inhibitors, 65% for β-blockers, 56% for spironolactone and 83% for statins 5 years after an index
heart failure hospitalization.6
In contrast, the rate of nonadherence based on pill
counts was much lower in the one randomised study
entitled of Candesartan in Heart Failure: Assessment
of Reduction in Mortality and Morbidity (CHARM),
controlled trial of patients with heart failure, resulted
in 11% of patients taking fewer than 80% of the
prescribed pills. Although non-adherence to medications
is prevalent in cardiovascular populations, the variability
of the methods of assessment of medication use (e.g.,
self-report or pharmacy refill data) makes comparisons
across studies and across cardiovascular conditions
difficult.7

The relationship between the patient and the health care
provider including physician, nurse, pharmacist or other
health practitioner must be a partnership that draws on
the abilities of each. The literature has identified and
verified that the quality of the treatment relationship
as being an important factor to improves the treatment
adherence. Effective treatment relationships and rapport are characterized by an atmosphere in which alternative therapeutic means are discovered and explored,
the regimen is negotiated, adherence is discussed and
follow-up is planned by all health care providers.
Relationship between Medication Adherence and
Patient Outcomes

Many observational studies have been evaluated the
relationship between medication adherence and patient
outcomes. In general, the studies have focused on
medications that have already been resulted in clinical
trials to be efficacious and effectiveness therefore are
trying to assess the effectiveness of the particular
medications in routine clinical daily practice.
Pharmacy refill database and patient self-report are the
mostly commonly used as adherence assessment methods
in the studies. For example, high adherence (which is
defined as medication possession ratio of 80% to 100%)
to antihypertensive drugs was associated with significant impact of blood pressure control when compared
to patients with medium or low levels of adherence.
Besides, each incremental 25% increase in proportion
of days covered for statin medications was resulted with
an approximately 3.8-mg/dL reduction in Low Density
Lipoprotein (LDL) cholesterol.8
Furthermore, patients that non-adherence to cardiovascular medications has been associated with high risk
of morbidity as well as mortality. According to studies
the non-adherence to statins in the year after hospitalization for myocardial infarction was related with
12% to 25% increased relative hazard for mortality.
Other than that, in the chronic coronary artery disease,
non-adherence to cardio protective medications such
as β-blockers, statins and/or angiotensin-converting
enzyme inhibitors was parallel with about 10% to 40%
relative increase in risk of cardiovascular warded and a
50% to 80% relative increase in risk of mortality of that
non-adherence patient.9
Another studies showed that patients omitting Clopidogrel 75 mg within 1 month post hospitalization for
acute myocardial infarction and drug-eluting stent
placement were significantly will have an adverse
outcome, thus end up with increasing trend of
re-hospitalization and mortality, in the subsequent next
11 months.
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Besides, very weak adherence to heart failure drugs was
significantly associated with an increased in the number
of cardiovascular-related emergency department visits
due to instable condition of that patient. These effectiveness studies supportive the previous data that the
benefits of cardiovascular medications in routine clinical
practice and highlight the importance of taking these
medications as prescribed to optimize patient outcomes
hence reducing the hospitalization.10
Healthy Adherer Effect

Although the relation and association between medication nonadherence and adverse outcomes has been
showed in many observational studies, some concern
has been raised that this association and relation may
be, at least in part, closely related to the effect of a
“healthy adherer”. The healthy adherer effect explains
that the lower risk of adverse outcomes associated with
adherence may be a temporarily masking and surrogate
marker for overall performance of a healthy behaviour.
This is supported by analyses of randomized and
controlled clinical trials resulted even more adherence
to placebo is associated and related with better outcomes
and effect than for patients who are non-adherent to
active therapy. These findings were first reported in
25 years ago by the Coronary Drug Project, which
actively involved Clofibrate. Besides, in the β-blocker
Heart Attack Trial, patient with very poor adherence
was linked and associated with higher mortality risk
regardless of whether that patients were randomized to
antihypertensive propranolol or placebo.9,10
Similar findings were showed in the Canadian Amiodarone Myocardial Infarction Arrhythmia Trial (CAMIAT)
study on the patient’s sudden death, total cardiac
mortality and all-cause mortality and in the CHARM
program for all-cause mortality. It explains that patients
who take their medication regularly as requested by the
health care provider are also more likely to perform
other healthy behaviours and physical activities, such
as eating properly and exercising regularly at least
3 times a week. These behaviours are often miss looked
and not measured directly in either prospective or
retrospective studies.11
However, there is also evidence and proof against
the healthy adherer effect because a major factor in
observed associations and relation between medication
adherence and outcomes. For example, Rasmussen et al.
in a study on post–myocardial infarction patients
demonstrated that the association between adherence
to cardiovascular drugs and outcomes in which neither
clinical evidence nor biological plausibility existed was
assessed and analysed. Interestingly, they demonstrated
S490

that adherence and compliance to cardiovascular
medications was not directly associated with hospitalization for lung, prostate, or breast cancer and finally
concluded that the benefit of adherence was directly
related to the cardiovascular medication rather than
other causes like epiphenomenon of a healthy adherer
effect as discussed earlier. Although the topic will be
continuously debatable, the medications and drugs
under that study have often been demonstrated in
randomized, controlled clinical trials to be safe, efficacious and therefore, the importance and significant of
taking these medications as given should be reinforced
and highlighted.12
Assessment of Medication Adherence

Predictors of non-adherence to medication may be
useful to identify elderly who are most in need of
interventions to improve the adherence. Among the
nonadherence warning signs always happened may
include:
Not filling a new prescription as scheduled
Not obtaining refills as often as expected for medications taken on a chronic basis especially during given
appointment date
Not refilling prescriptions for chronic medications as
required
Not completing or omitting the entire course of regime
for short-term treatment.
Identification and verification of older persons at risk
for non-adherence to medication prescribed is just the
first step in addressing this potential problem. In order
to give an impact on medication’s adherence, health
care providers must understand and acknowledge the
challenges and barriers to adherence and tools and
methods that can be applied to overcome and solve
these problems. Hughes et al. 2004 mentioned that
overcoming one barrier or providing a single intervention
will not guarantee patients medication adherence.
In fact, several studies showed that no single intervention
is adequate and sufficient to ensure medication
adherence. A combination of approaches and methodology with different target tailored to the individual
person’s needs that target specific barriers to adherence
and reinforce positive behaviours is the most effective
Krueger et al. 2005.
Adherence to medication therapy has been monitored
long time ago since the time of Hippocrates, when the
effects of various potions were recorded and properly
documented with highlighting notations of whether
the patient had taken them or not. Even up today,
patients’ self-reports can simply and effectively measure on adherence. Furthermore, the methods and tools
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available for measuring adherence can be categorized
into direct and indirect methods. Each method has
their own advantages and disadvantages and in measuring
adherence until now no method is considered the gold
standard and validated. Directly observed therapy on
how the patients taking their own drugs, measurement
of concentrations and volume of a drug or its metabolite
in blood or urine and detection or measurement of a biologic marker added to the drug formulation in blood are
examples of direct methods and approach of measures
of adherence. However, direct approaches are expensive in price, burdensome to the health care provider
and susceptible to alteration by the patient themselves.
However, for some drugs, this method like measuring
these levels is a good and commonly used means of
assessing adherence. Nowadays, the serum concentration of anticonvulsant drugs such as phenytoin or valproic acid will probably reflect and effect adherence to
regimens with these medications taken and sub-therapeutic levels will probably indicate poor adherence or
suboptimal and insufficient dose strengths.12
Questioning the patient or by using a questionnaire,
patient diaries recorded and clinical response assessment are all methods that are relatively easy and simple
to use but questioning the patient on medication intake
can be susceptible to misrepresentation and tends to
result in the health care provider’s overestimating the
patient’s adherence and it will be led to false interpretation.
The use of a patient’s clinical response as a baseline in
measuring is confounded by many factors and causes
other than adherence to a medication regimen only
that can account for clinical outcome and goal. The
most common method used to measure adherence,
other than patient questioning, has been pill counts
that is counting the number of pills and capsule given
that remain in the patient’s medication bottles or vials
or envelope. Although this technique is looks simplicity
and empiric nature of this method are attractive to
many investigators, the method is actually subject to
many problems, because patients can switch their drugs
between bottles or envelope and may discard pills
before next visits in order to appear to be following
the regimen.13
Electronic monitors are able and capable of recording and stamping the time that the bottles is opening,
number of dispensing drops left (as in the case of
glaucoma) or activating a canister as in the case of
asthma on multiple occasions have been used for more
than approximately 30 years.14,15 Rather than providing weekly or monthly averages, these devices provide
sufficient, precise and detailed insights into patients’
behaviour towards taking medication, but they are still

indirect methods of measuring adherence to medications; they do not document and record whether the
patient actually ingested and taking the correct drug prescribed or correct dose.16
Causes of Poor Medication Adherence

Adherence research has unsuccessfully to find clear
associations between fixed patient characteristics,
like age, gender, or education and adherent or nonadherent status. However, when looking beyond these
sociodemographic factors, modifiable patient characteristics and approaches, such as behaviour and attitudes, have been shown to be challenges and barriers
to medication adherence. For example, forget to take,
feel fear of undesired side effects of medication,
reservations toward taking of drug and insufficient
educational information and understanding regarding
drug management and drug holidays have been found
to be associated to patients’ medication nonadherence.
A report by the WHO, 2016 showed the general importance of improving and enhancing adherence to longterm medical therapy. In the report WHO concluded
that adherence to medication is the result of a complex
interaction and combination of the social environment
background, patients and healthcare professionals. It
has been shown that low adherence to long-term
medication treatment often occurs when the treatment
is very complex or when the disease presence is asymptomatic such as hypertension. Previous studies have
shown that poor adherence to too many drugs regimen is due to patient perception and impression that
the disease is not significant to them, think of adverse
drug effects, lack of treatment efficacy and effectiveness
and the patient’s poor or incomplete knowledge of the
chronic disease. Known factors and barriers can be classified in at least three ways:
1.
Health literacy barriers related to not knowing
what to do and why to take drug.
2.
Personal behavioural barriers that emphasize
not having the skills necessary to accomplish and complete medication management in the context of everyday daily life.
3.
System or administrative barriers and limitations related to access and fragmentation of care.
Thus, the most effective and efficient way of interventions use and practice is a combination of methodology of approaches and address literacy, behaviour and
organizational issues. System and administrative factors are derived from a patient’s incapability to afford or
difficulty in affording their drugs and may include, for
example, lack of adequate and inability healthcare
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coverage or insurance, unemployment, retirement
patient and indigence.17
The most common reasons given by patients for not
taking their medications are forgetfulness about 30%,
other priorities approximately 16%, deciding to skip or
omit a dose about 11%, lack of updated information
about 9% and emotional disturbances for about 7%
and about 27% of patients give no reason possibility
due to negligence. Factors that are related negatively
with adherence include increased complexity or duration of a medication regimen and therapy, think of
side effects, very old age factor, extreme poverty, having social isolation and psychiatric disorders, especially
paranoid; a study on adherence in HIV-positive
individuals, which included these patient-level factors,
found that older age of HIV-positive patients with
neurocognitive impairments or medication problems
were at an increased risk of sub-therapeutic and suboptimal medication adherence of patient when compared
to their younger counterparts.18
Perhaps because patients take and use the medications
by themselves, most of the attention on medication
nonadherence focuses and highlighting on the patients
themselves; however, Tarn et al. suggest that physician approaches and behaviours may critically and significantly contribute to medication nonadherence. It is
not only is the ability of physicians to recognize and
trace non-adherence poor, they always lack adequate
training and time to alleviate patients ‘problems.
Tarn et al. stated major weakness and deficits in the information and education that physicians deals and given to
patients when prescribing and counselling new medications. The data on a study showed that in over 65% of
all cases, at least one critical piece of information and
education was not provided by health care providers.
Barriers and limitation to adherence may also be related
and associated to poor rapport and interactions and/
or communication between patients, healthcare providers and the healthcare system itself. Traditionally, physicians and designated healthcare workers have played an
important and key role in achieving medications adherence by providing patients with the reason and rationale
for treatment and involving family, relatives and caregivers whenever needed however, it is time and resource
intensive for health care providers to evaluate and assess
and influence adherence alone on a timely and ongoing
basis.19
For many patients, the cost of medication itself directly
affects and influences their level of medication adherence.
For example, in the USA the coverage disparities and
gap in Part D for patients on Medicare may be a financial challenge, especially for expensive medications;
S492

however, sometimes generic alternatives provided
at lower and minimum cost can provide a solution.
Additionally, several studies have stated a strong and
consistent relationship and association between
co-payments and medication adherence. A substantial
portion and division of medication nonadherence is
driven by out-of-pocket costs of multiple medications.
Patients with severe chronic illness are likely to skip or
discontinue their medications in response to burden
co-payment increases. Unfortunately, those with multiple
chronic conditions and presumably using more
medications are more susceptible to cost-related nonadherence, which may exacerbate the severity of chronic
conditions, generate adverse health events reaction and
increase healthcare use. Payers could selectively reduce
or eliminate co-payments for highly beneficial drugs for
some patient subgroups, such as statins group in patients
with heart disease or diabetes or blood pressure-reducing medications for those with hypertension. This has
led to a wave movement, known as “value-based insurance design,” to reduce co-payments for the most effective, high value medications. An Observational studies
have shown that lowering and reducing co-payments for
highly effective chronic therapies can greatly improve
adherence.
Age by itself is not confirm determining factor contribute
to medication non-adherence. Rather, there are many
factors and causes that may combine to render older
persons less able and sensitive to adhere to their medication regimens. However, there is evidence and facts
to suggest that with the proper highly motivation,
education and support by both parties, older persons
can overcome many barriers to medication adherence
(US Department of Health and Human Services, 1990).
According to World Health Organization Adherence
is a multidimensional phenomenon that can be determined by the interplay of five sets of factors, termed
“dimensions” by:
• Social and economic factors
• Provider-patient and health care system factors
• Patient’s condition-related factors
• Patient’s therapy-related factors
• Patient-related factors
Patient-related factors are just one causes and determinant of adherence behaviour (World Health
Organization, 2003). The common belief that a person
is solely responsible for using and taking their medications often indicates and reflects a misunderstanding
of how other factors affect people’s medication-taking
behaviour and their capacity to adhere to treatment
regimens.20 It is clear that adherence is a complex behav-
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ioural process strongly influenced by the combination
of several factors like environments in which people
live, health care providers practice and health care systems deliver care. Adherence to medication is related
to people’s knowledge and beliefs about their disorder
and illness, motivation to manage it, confidence in their
ability to engage in illness-management behaviours and
expectations regarding the outcome of treatment and
the consequences of poor adherence (World Health
Organization, 2003). It is critical and important to recognize that a person may have underlying and multiple
risk factors for medication non-adherence. Also, factors that can influence a person’s medication-taking
behaviour may change over time to time. Therefore,
it is important to continually assess and evaluate a
person’s adherence throughout the course and duration of therapy. In addition, because there is usually
no single reason for medication nonadherence, there
can be no “one size fits all” approach to improving
adherence.20
Based on published studies, it is proven with evident that
single interventions are less successful than multiple,
long-term interventions in affecting adherence. Studies
have shown that the most successful interventions have
some follow-up component and address the underlying
reason(s) for non-adherence Krueger et al. 2003.
Comprehensive and complete interventions should
address and emphasize a variety of issues, including
knowledge of the treatment, motivation form patient,
social support and individualizing therapy based on
a person’s concerns and needs Krueger et al. 2003
McDonald et al. 2002. The ideal and best time to start
or initiate adherence interventions is when therapy
first begins. Interventions that are initiated early in the
course of therapy can support older persons through a
period when they are most likely to have questions or to
experience side effects from therapy.
Patient-Related Factors

Several patient-related factors, including lack of understanding of their disease and its complication, lack of
involvement in the treatment decision–making process
and suboptimal and insufficient medical literacy,
contribute to medication non-adherence. In the United
States alone, an estimated 90 million adults have
inadequate and insufficient health literacy, placing them
at risk for increased and raised rates of hospitalization
and poorer clinical outcomes. The patient’s health beliefs
towards therapy and attitudes concerning the effectiveness of the treatment, their previous experiences with
pharmacological therapies and disease and lack of motivation also affect the degree of medication adherence.21

Physician-Related Factors

Not only do physicians often fail to recognize and trace
medication nonadherence in their patients, they may
also contribute to it by giving and prescribing complex
drug regimens, communication barrier like failing to
explain the benefits and adverse effects of a medication effectively and inadequately considering the financial burden to the patient prior to management of drug
therapy. Ineffective communication between the primary
care physician and the patient or also relatives with a
chronic disease such as CVD further compromises
the patient’s understanding of his or her disease, its
potential complications and the importance of medication adherence. Failing to elicit and rule out a history
of alternative, herbal, or supplemental therapies from
patients is another source of ineffective communication.22
Health System / Team Building–Related Factors

Fragmented health care systems can lead to barriers
to medication adherence by limiting the health care
coordination and the patient’s access to care treatment.
Prohibitive drug costs or co-payments also contribute
to poor medication adherence. Besides, health information technology is not widely available and up-to-date,
preventing physicians from easily accessing information from different patient care–related venues, which
in turn compromises patient care, timely medication
refills and patient-physician communication. Other
than that, in an overtaxed health care system in which
clinicians see a large numbers and volume of patients
without resources to meet individual patient needs, the
amount and duration of time a clinician spends
with patients may be insufficient to properly counsel and assess and understand their medication-taking
behaviours. This lack of time may prevent and preclude
engaging the patient in a discussion on the importance
and significant of medication adherence and strategies
to achieve success of their therapy.23
Strategies to Improve Adherence

Adherence is one of the important part in patients’
therapy management. If we can ensure patients’ adherence, we can figure out other possible factor if the
treatment fail for example under dose of medication or
the patients need to change regimen therapy. There are
a few ways to improve patients’ adherence.
Patient-Related Factors

First, we can do something that is related to the patients
themselves. The psychological risk factor such as poor
insight, denial of illness, negative attitude towards medication and lack of conviction that medication will pre-
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vent relapse of disease can have impact on patients’
adherence to medication. This is related to patients’
belief in the healthcare system.
Psych education is one of the intervention that can be
used to improve patients’ adherence. This intervention
involves individual or group counselling session with
the use of audio-visual materials on diagnosis, medications and side effects. Psychoeducation alone will not
be sufficient to improve rates of medication adherence. We need to combine it with other method. Cognitive-Behavioural Therapy also can be implemented in
improving patients’ adherence. In this model, adherence
is viewed as a coping behaviour based on the perception
of the disease and the belief on the medications.24
This therapy challenge patients’ thought on medications
by helping patients’ mentally link medication adherence to
symptoms reduction and personal health. This therapy
has been proved to improved adherence among patients
especially with psychiatric disorder. The approaches to
improve patients’ adherence in his therapy including
rewards, cues, reminder and skill training. This therapy
aims to promote, modify and reinforce behaviours
related to adherence in patients.
Next thing that we can do that is related to the patient
is motivational interviewing.25 It is a patient-centered
directive method to enhance intrinsic motivation to
change by exploring and resolving any doubt in therapy.
It was used successfully in treating addiction and can be
applied to assess patients’ level of motivation to adopt
medication-adherence behaviours. There are stages in
change which is pre-contemplation, contemplation,
preparation, action and maintenance.
We have to determine the stages which our patient is
in. Patients in the contemplation stage are thinking of
changing but are not yet fully dedicated to changing.
They aware that non-adherence can be problematic to
their health status. Patients in the preparation stage are
intending to adhere to their medications regularly but
may have several barriers preventing them from doing
so. Patients who are acting are actively working to take
their medications regularly, while patients in the maintenance stage are doing so on a consistent basis.26
By using this method, clinician can tailor patients’
therapy to the current level of motivation level of the
patients. Studies shows that even there is decrease in
effectiveness at 6-month follow up, but the adherence
level in the group with this motivational interviewing
intervention remain significantly higher than group
without it.
Another aspect that is important to improve patients’
adherence is the communications with patients. Only
S494

about 50% of patient going home not knowing what
they have been told by the clinicians. And 54% of
patients’ problem and 45% of patients’ concern are neither elicited by the clinician nor disclosed by the patient.
The problems and concerns might relate to their medical condition and hindering them to adhere to their
medication as the clinician cannot tailor the therapy
accordingly. Some research shows that 71% of patients
stated poor relationship as a reason for their malpractice
claims. To overcome this barrier, we can built a good
patients-practitioners relationship.
The assessment of patients’ motivation should be done
prior to start a treatment. The unmotivated patients will
be less likely to start and maintain the recommended
treatment. It is recommended for clinicians to directly
asking the patient and discuss about patients’ motivation
at the beginning like ‘How motivated are you take your
medication?’ or question similar like this. After that, clinicians can encourage patient to discuss the pros and
cons of taking the medications as prescribed. Patients
also should be prompted to speak their own intent to
change in order to increase the probability that they
will adopt the behaviour necessary to change. Clinicians
can help patients to make a relationship between the
benefits of taking medicine and symptoms reduction.
Then, after patient already make step towards behaviour
change, the clinician should give positive feedback to
reinforce the behaviours.27
There are ways to provide information to patients.
Firstly, the instruction should be limited to 3 or 4 major
point during each discussion. Secondly, using simple
language when explaining the disease and when giving
instructions. Thirdly, by giving written material such
as pamphlet during oral teaching. Fourthly, involving
patients’ family members or friends. Lastly, reinforce
the concept discussed during each appointment. Eleven
study that using education-based type of intervention
was analysed in a meta-analysis study by J.A Rash
et al. to improved patients’ adherence. Three out of
the eleven studies reported improvement in adherence
with the intervention by using provision of four risk
factor counselling session, compare to usual care.26 But,
there are also several education-based interventions
that are not successful. This include shared-care
guidelines, one risk-factor education session, additional
electronic information to nurse management, written
education combined with brief medication adherence
session and more intensive provision follow up education
delivered by pharmacists or counsellor. We can modify
this kind of education-based intervention that may suit
with the patient because it was found to have no influence
on patients’ adherence.
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Therapy-Related Factors

There are many therapy regimes for a single medical condition. The therapy chose by the clinical might
affect patients’ adherence to medication. Studies shows
that patient who undergo individualized disease
management intervention have better compliance
compare to patients treated as usual.27
For example, patients were given a diary to record
anything regarding their medical condition and during
appointment with clinician, they discuss whatever
medical condition that is written in the diary such as the
effectiveness of inhaler in asthma patient. This method
significantly increases patients’ adherence towards medications. Other study also shows that the regimen that
use less frequency of medication that need to be taken
by the patients improving adherence to medications.
For example, in Highly Active Anti-Retroviral Therapy
(HAART). There is improvement in adherence in once
daily regimen compared to twice daily regimen. Through
this study, we know that one of the effective method is
to simplify the regimen of the therapy.24
Simplifying the regimen does not mean to change the
less frequency of the medication only that can be done
with a longer acting medications. For example, changing
captopril which is usually taken three times daily to
perindopril which only need to be taken once daily.
Sometimes, there is no other option to change the
frequency of the medication because of the availability
of the medication. If this happened, we can try to match
the regimen to match to patients’ activities of daily living. People are more likely to remember to take medications before a meal or before going to sleep.28
The interpretation of the labels on how they should
be taking the medications also important. Study by
Eraker et al. found that only 36% of patients correctly
interpreted the meaning of the instruction of ‘every
6 h’. Unless we have no other option in the regimen
therapy, we should simplify it in order to improve
patients’ adherence to medications. Another metaanalysis study by J.A Rash et al. found that adherence
can be improved by simplification of drug regimen.
There are three study (Castellno et al. 2014, Patel et al.
2015 and Thorn et al. 2013) test the intervention
of simplifying drug regime by using a polypill. It is
basically combine statin therapy with other indicated
antihypertensive agents.29
Social and Economic Factors

Thirdly, another factor that could influence patients’
adherence to medications is the social and economic
factor. Socioeconomic status seems not consistently to
be the predictor of adherence. However, in developing

countries, patients with low socioeconomic status may
in the position of having to choose between priorities.
Some other factors that also have significant effect on
adherence are including poverty, low level of education,
unemployment, lack of effective social support networks,
unstable living conditions, long distance from treatment
centre, high cost of transport, high cost of medicine
and changing environmental situation. In this kind of
situation, there is not much that the staff at the clinic
and hospital can do. High cost of medicine is reported
as an important cause of non-adherence in developing
countries. It is suggested that the policy maker to design
and manage healthcare environment needs. For example,
Malaysian National Medicine Policy to ensure the availability and affordability of the product.30
Malaysian citizen can have choice whether they want to
go to private or government health facility. For patients’
who is in low economic status, they have choice to
go to the government health facility that is affordable
for everyone. We can also promote the use of generic
medications which is less expensive than the innovator
brands. By having these, we can ensure that all patients
have equal chance to get their medications thus reduce
the likelihood of non-adherence because of the availability and affordability of the medications.
Community-based organization and social support
group have been reported to be effective to improve
adherence and behaviours. It is also has been reported
to improve adherence to prescribed medications for
treating chronic disease such as diabetes, epilepsy,
asthma and hypertension. The elements that are needed
in the community-based programs is to promote the
exchange of the experience of handling the disease and
the treatment; providing comprehensive medical information and also promoting each member of the group’s
responsibility for their own care.31
Another approach that is suitable for patients with low
economic status is by providing financial incentives
to them. In a study where patients receive $22 financial
incentive for each injection received for over
12 months, the adherence increase from 69% at baseline
to 85% after the 12 months treatment. Furthermore,
the percentage of individual patients achieve more
than or equal to 95% adherence increase from 7% to
28% compare to increase from 2% to 5% in individual
patients who did not receive any financial incentive.
Again, the use of this approach must be accompanied
by other method to increase patients’ adherence.
A meta-analysis study by J.A Rash et al. found that there
is improvement in medication adherence with the intervention of prescription cost coverage. But, the effect
size is small because only one study by Choudry et al.
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that test this kind of intervention in patients’ adherence
towards medication. More study needed to know the
real effect of the intervention. However, we can include
this in treatment plan for patient who is not adhere to
the treatment plan.
Health Care Team and System-Related Factors

Fourthly, we can adjust the health care system and also
do some intervention with the health care team. There
is no single method has been shown to be effective across
all patients. The intervention that that target adherence
must be tailored to the illness-related demands experienced by the patients.
To achieve this, health systems and the provider needs
to develop something that accurately assessing not only
adherence, but also the factor to contribute it as the
healthcare provider are expected to play their important
role in promoting adherence. To practice this, practitioners must undergo specific training in adherence
management. The training should cover three topics
simultaneously.32
First, the practitioner need to have the information about
adherence such as the factors that is reported to affect
adherence, the available affective intervention at the health
facility and the epidemiology and economics of adherence
and behavioural mechanism that can promote patientrelated adherence. Second, how practitioners can make
use of the information to improve patients’ adherence.
This should include the assessment tools and strategies
to promote change in patients’ adherence. Practitioners
should be trained to assess the level of adherence of
their patients and do some intervention accordingly.
Third, they should know how to use behavioural tools
to create or if the adherence of the patient is satisfactory, to maintain that adherence habit.
Research by Marder et al. found that patients who were
adhere to their medications were more likely to be
satisfied with their practitioners, felt that the practitioners
understand them and the practitioner had their best
interest in mind. This alliance can also be facilitated
to be positive by identifying the treatment goal and
the practitioners must ally themselves with the healthy
aspects of the patients’ ego that are striving to reach the
goals. The collaboration between the patient and practitioners must identify the mutually agreed upon treatment goals and strategies including medications and the
patients must be viewed as the stakeholder in the treatment plan.33
Adherence Counselling

Patient counselling is a very important for healthcare
professional especially pharmacists and it should be
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part of pharmacists training. To optimize the counselling, healthcare professional need to tailor patients
need with the desired outcome. To conduct a good
counselling session, one should have the skill of listening,
questioning, respect and negotiation. It should be a twoway interactive process between patients and the healthcare provider where the healthcare provider will try to
trigger something that will make the patients to respond
and seek further information required. The aim of the
counselling is to understand the needs of the patients
and solving the problem with patients’ no-adherence
problem and also maintaining quality of health and
quality of life.33,34
Adherence to medication important for patient health
progression especially for medication to counter infection in patients’ body like HIV/AIDS. Adherence is the
second strongest progression to AIDS. The usual cause
for treatment failure is because of poor adherence.32
Steps in Counselling for Treatment Preparation
and Adherence

The first step is to establish the relationship and rapport
with the patient. We can give any necessary information
and guidance to the patient. We tell the objective of
the treatment. For example, patient with diabetes.
If the healthcare team want to start insulin therapy,
we need to tell the patient the indication and importance of taking insulin as directed. We can also identify
treatment support group for the patient and encourage
involvement of family members or friends of the
patient. From this, we can assess the sociological background and support that the patient have. From the
interview with the patient also, we can know patients
lifestyle and daily events. It is important to tally and
individualized the treatment based on patient’s lifestyle
unless it will not be very successful. After knowing
background of the patient, the readiness of the patient
need to be assessed. We can assess patient’s readiness
by looking at the ability of the patient to attend clinic
regularly and do not miss appointment or if there is
any record that patient able to complete full course of
antibiotic if available.35
For some treatment like antiretroviral therapy, the
adherence need to as high as 95% to avoid resistance
to the medications which means missing dose should
be less than three times. For antiretroviral therapy,
patient should be able to adhere 100% to the medication.
We need to assess patient’s adherence regularly.36-38 If
the patient has difficulty to adhere the medication, we
need to reinforce the adherence counselling and list out
the barriers again to develop strategies to overcome it.39
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Other than that, we also need to explain the possible
side effect of the medication and the method to counter
it so that patient can prepare it if it happens in the
future and not feel shock with the side effect. Possible
interaction of the medication also need to be explained
to the patient including drug-drug interaction, drugfood interaction and also drug-herb interaction. For
example, if we want to start warfarin treatment to the
patient, we need to advise about food intake especially.40
The second step is to conduct the counselling after
establishing the relationship in one or more individual
session. During this session, we need to know patient’s
feeling about the whole treatment plan. Everyone has
their own problem that might be related to family, job,
relationships and others kind of problems. We cannot
focus to have strict adherence until these negative
feelings of the problem are sorted out. Many patients
do not have a special and private place to store the medication. Some do not want others to know their disease
status like HIV/AIDS patients.41,42
Other than that, we need to check for any financial difficulties that the patient experienced. Certain patient,
especially the one who has lower socioeconomic status and live in rural area, may have problem to travel
to the health facility or the health problem was affected
by a poor diet. All this factor need to be into the
consideration during counselling.
The third step is to solve the problems that the patient
experienced and create a treatment plan. In the second
step, we already determined patient’s problem and
barriers to adherence (also discussed in previous
chapter).42 We need to tally and solve the problem
that create barriers to adherence. For example, if the
patient is on captopril medication for hypertension that
is needing to be taken three times a day. Patient’s job
nature is to always travel and do not have time to take
the second and the third dose and always complain cannot take the second and the third dose on time every
day.43 We may want to address the problem to the prescriber and suggest changing the regime to perindopril
that only need to be taken once daily. Some of the key
words that we need to highlight during counselling are:
a) Missing dose can cause relapse and resistance (for
example antibiotic).
b) If patient missed the dose, the patient need to take
the dose as soon as possible as long as it is not near
the time for next dose and not to double the dose.
c) Always check the expiry date of the medication. Do
not take the expired medication. For durable insulin
pen, do not take the insulin if the insulin is already
in the pen for one month.

d) Patient must not share the medication with others
including friends and families.
e) Always discuss with the healthcare provider if the
patient having difficulties in the treatment plan.
We need to remember that counselling is not only to
increase patient’s knowledge and adherence, it also
makes an improvement in the quality of care. Various
studies show that informed group of patients with
knowledge and potential side effect have better adherence and safety. Counselling is a method to facilitate
rational and adherence behaviour of the patient. Some
of the techniques to assist patient for adherence are:
a) Maintaining the good relationship with patient
b) Emphasize the key point
c) Give reason for any advice that we provide
d) Give concrete and definite instructions
e) Supply the patient with counselling written aid like
pamphlet during counselling session
f) Always ensure feedback from the patient
During counselling session, we need to assess patient’s
adherence by using method explained in the previous
chapter.44
CONCLUSION
Patient medication non-adherence is a major and
medical problem and phenomenon globally. There are
many inter related reasons and causes for the same.
Though patient education level is the key to improving
compliance, use of compliance aids, proper motivation
by health care provider and support is also shown to
increase medication adherence. Health care professionals should identify practically possible strategies
to improve and aid medication adherence within the
limits of their practice eventually enhancing therapeutic
outcome. It should be a combination of multidisciplinary approach that needs to be carried out with
the support of all those who are involved in medication
use. Poor and medication adherence is a key hindrance
in combating the challenges of public health in both
developed and developing countries. For successful pharmacotherapy, healthcare professionals and researchers
should utilize and practice all available methods within
their limits of practice to improve and enhance the
medication adherence.
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